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In this article, we propose a new method to retrieve images containing a request set of regions.
The user is asked to specify a set of regions belonging to a single image. Then this request set of
regions is compared to the sets of the regions of the images in the database. We propose a com-
parison measure that not only evaluates the similarity of regions one to the other, but that also
takes into account the spatial configuration of the regions. The spatial structure of the regions
is represented by means of fuzzy spatial relations, like horizontal and vertical disposal and
connexity. © 2006 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many efforts have been concentrated on the reduction of the semantic gap
that interferes in the image content comparison by visual features. Recently, seg-
mentation algorithms1 have been introduced to automatically extract objects or
parts of objects from still images. Some approaches2– 4 explore the use of region-
to-region comparison measures to capture a content similarity between sets of
region.

Different approaches have been investigated to match a set of regions ~the
request! to another set of regions ~of one image of the database! taking into account
to their spatial configurations.5 They represent the regions as a graph whose nodes
are the regions themselves, and whose arcs are spatial relations. In Ref. 6, these
relations are considered as gradual rather than crisp relations in order to improve
queue effectiveness of the matching measure. The problem with these approaches
is that they are supported by recursive algorithms that are usually long and heavy
to compute. They try to find an exact matching between pairs of regions of the
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request and of the database image, in other words, to know exactly which regions
match which other one. This information, in a CBIR context, is pretty useless. In
fact, when a list of images is presented to the user, it is easy for him to evaluate the
adequacy of the results and his request. He only wants to know that the first images
of the list are the best answers to his request. He does not need to know explicitly
why. Finally, only the order of the results is important regardless of the matching
itself. Furthermore, the exact matching result may sometimes not even appear on
the screen.

In our approach, we propose a fuzzy similarity measure that simply approxi-
mates the matching between two sets of regions that are similarly spatially struc-
tured. We do not try to know which region of the request is associated to which
region of each result image. By getting rid of this information, we provide a single
pass measure ~i.e., not recursive! fast and easy to compute.

Our approach is based on a fuzzy relation formalism. In fact we process the
similarity by means of fuzzy matrices products. Our measure takes into account
the graduality of region-to-region similarity measures and the fuzzy spatial rela-
tions. Still, it remains fast to compute, because matrix operations have been widely
optimized.

In practice, the user is asked to specify a set of regions belonging to a single
image. Then his request set is compared to the sets of the regions of the images in
the database. We propose a comparison measure that not only evaluates the simi-
larity of regions one to the other, but that also takes into account the spatial con-
figuration of the regions. The spatial structure of the regions is represented by
means of spatial relations, like horizontal and vertical disposal and connexity.

In the following, we first introduce the definition of fuzzy relations, their
matrix representation, and the composition operator between relations ~Section 2!.
Then, we present the spatial relations, the visual features, and the similarity mea-
sures that we use to index and compare sets of regions in our approach ~Section 3!.
Based on these, we explain how we compute the similarity between sets of regions,
and how this measure can be used to retrieve images containing a visually and
structurally similar set of regions ~Section 4!. Finally in Section 5, we show some
query examples.

2. FUZZY RELATIONS

2.1. Definition and Matrix Representation

Fuzzy relations7 have been of great use in the image retrieval field. For
instance, this formalism has been used to express a graduality in spatial relations.8

Indeed, in images, objects can have a broad variety of shapes, so it may be a prob-
lem to measure their relations as only “true” or “false.” In Figure 1, objects A and
B are in such a position that B is neither “on the left” of A, nor fully “on the right.”
An intuitive answer would be to say that B is almost on the left of A and a bit on
the right. This fact can be represented by a gradual measure of “left” and “right”
relations.
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Formally speaking, a fuzzy relation R between two sets X � $X1, . . . , Xp % ,
Y � $Y1, . . . ,Yq % is given by a function mR from X � Y to @0,1# . The value given by
mR for a couple ~Xi ,Yj ! express the truth value of the proposition “Xi is in relation
R with Yj .”

The relation R can be represented by a matrix MR , its width p is the cardinal-
ity of X, and its height q is the cardinality of Y. MR is formed with elements of
@0,1# , and mR~Xi ,Yj ! is the value at its column i and row j.

From a relation R, one can also define its opposite relation ¬R, which
is defined by the negation of the membership function or R: m¬R~Xi ,Yj ! �
1 � mR~Xi ,Yj !.

In the same way as crisp relations, fuzzy relations can be composed.7 For
three sets X � $Xi %i�1. . . p , Y � $Yj %j�1. . .q , Z � $Zi %k�1. . . r and two relations R and
R ' defined on respective sets X � Y, Y � Z, the composed relation R � R ' is given
by its membership function mR�R ' defined on X � Z as

mR�R ' ~Xi , Zk ! � Maxj ~min~mR~Xi ,Yj !,mR ' ~Yj , Zk !!!

With the matrix representation of fuzzy relations, the matrix MR '�R of R ' � R will
be a simple matrix product MR

' � MR between the matrices of R ' and R in the
~ @0,1# , max, min,0,1! semiring.

2.2. Fuzzy Relation Composition and Measuring the Most Valuable Path

A fuzzy relation R of X � Y can also be interpreted as the representation of
paths directed from an element of X to an element of Y. Each of these paths has a
degree, which corresponds to the value of mR~Xi ,Yj !. If a set of paths has been
defined between sets X and Y and one between sets Y and Z, then one has to follow
two paths to reach a point of Z starting from a point of X. The degree of the path
linking Xi to Zk and passing by Yj can be defined by the minimum of the degrees of
paths Xir Yj and Yjr Zk .

Now let us consider the composed relation R � R ' between a pair ~Xi , Zk !
of X � Z. When looking at the definition of the composition, we notice that

Figure 1. Is A on the left of B?
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mR�R ' ~Xi , Zk ! corresponds to the index jik that maximizes min~mR~Xi ,Yj !,
mR ' ~Yj , Zk !!. Because min~mR~Xi ,Yjik !, mR ' ~Yjik , Zk !! is the degree of the path
Xir Yjikr Zk , it means that this particular path is the one with the highest degree
among the set of paths between Xi and Zk that pass by any point of Y.

So, we can conclude that, in a matricial interpretation of the fuzzy relations,
the value indicated at column i and row k of MR�R ' is the highest degree of any
path between Xi and Zk , that is, the degree of the most valuable path between Xi

and Zk .

3. VISUAL SIMILARITY AND SPATIAL RELATIONS

From an image, a segmentation algorithm extracts regions roughly correspond-
ing to the objects present in each image. Between these objects we can define two
types of relations: visual similarity and spatial relations. Spatial relations are eval-
uated between regions belonging to a same image whereas visual similarity is eval-
uated between regions belonging to different images. These two relations are fuzzy
relations with values in @0,1# . Our hypothesis is that a similarity measure based on
those relations should reflect a more objective similarity of content than a classi-
cal region-to-region approach ~or a global description approach!.

Based on a segmentation algorithm,9 we indexed an image database with
regional features and spatial relations. We developed a similarity measure between
regions based on the similarities of colors, shapes, and positions.10,11 In the fol-
lowing, we introduce the definition of fuzzy similarity measures. Then, we explain
how we describe the regions and how these features are compared using fuzzy
similarities. Finally, we give some details on the spatial relations we considered
between the regions of an image.

3.1. Fuzzy Similarity Measures

Based on a psychological approach,12 Tversky introduces a new definition of
similarity measure, an intuitive definition of the similarity13 that breaks with the
classical notion of distance. Also, these are independent of the scale and granular-
ity of the feature sets. Furthermore, they provide a comparison score that is auto-
matically normalized to @0,1# , so that it is easy to aggregate.

In this framework, the objects to be compared are not considered as points in
a vectorial space, but as sets of features. We define the similarity between two sets
of features by the measure of their common and distinctive features. Applied to
the histograms HA , HB of two images A, B, we obtain:

• M~A � B! �(Ci
min~HA~Ci !, HB~Ci !!, the area of the features that are common to A

and B

• M~A � B!�(Ci
max~HA~Ci !� HB~Ci !,0!, the area of the features that distinguish A

from B

• M~B � A!�(Ci
max~HB~Ci !� HA~Ci !,0!, the area of the features that distinguish B

from A
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According to Tversky, the similarity between A and B is a function of these three
areas. Notice that the classical histogram intersection proposed by Swain and
Ballard14 and all the successors are particular cases of this framework. Here,
we chose to use one particular case15: Jaccard’s measure. With X � M~A � B!,
Y � M~A � B!, Z � M~B � A!, we have

Sjaccard ~X,Y, Z! �
X

X � Y � Z

3.2. Region Color, Shape, and Position

To measure the similarity of two regions, we consider two aspects: color and
shape. For each of these aspects, a region is represented as a vector. But because
these two vectors belong to different spaces and cannot be related one to the other,
the similarity has to rely on two different measures.

For two regions R~i ! and I ~ j !, extracted, respectively, from the image request
R and from an image database entry I, we define the region similarity Sreg as a
weighted mean of these two “submeasures.” With lc � ls � 1,

Sreg~R~i !, I ~ j !! � lc{Sreg 6color ~R~i !, I ~ j !!

� ls{Sreg 6shape~R~i !, I ~ j !!

In our experiments, we set the weights of these two measures to lc � 0.7,
ls � 0.3.

Our Fuzzy Region Color Similarity Sreg6color is based on the color histograms
of the regions. To compare the regional color histograms, we use measures pre-
sented in Section 3.1.

Our Fuzzy Shape Similarity Sreg6shape is based on the centered binary masks of
the regions. A mask is the matrix KR~i! of $0,1% that represents the crisp member-
ship of each pixel of the image R to the region R~i !. KR~i! is centered so that its
central point gives the membership of the geometric center of R~i !. To compare
the two shapes of regions R~i !, I ~ j !, we compute their common and distinctive
pixels, and apply the similarity measures of Section 3.1.

3.3. Spatial Relations

Our image database has also been indexed based on spatial relations. For the
regions of each image, we have evaluated three relations: connex, which denotes
the connexity relation, left, which determines if one object is at the left of another,
and above, which determines if one is above another.

There are many different ways to compute gradual spatial relations.8 For com-
putational reasons, we have chosen to simply compare the projections of the regions
on the horizontal axis ~for left and right ! and vertical axis ~above and below!. For
the connexity relation, our implementation follows the classical understanding of
the connexity between crisp regions.
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4. RETRIEVING IMAGES CONTAINING A VISUALLY AND
STRUCTURALLY SIMILAR SET OF REGIONS

Our matching approach has multiple goals. The first is obvious: It lets the
user find images containing regions that are visually and structurally similar to his
set of regions request. The second goal is to remain flexible in the visual and struc-
tural comparison between sets of regions. The third is to use a matrix formalism
for fuzzy relations composition, so that it stays fast and easy to compute.

Basically, the method consists of finding pairs of identical relations between
similar regions. For each image I in the database and for each region of a request
set R1, . . . , Rp , chosen by the user in a single image R, it computes a measure of
conductivity corresponding to a “degree of inclusion” of this region in I.

This conductivity is the heart of the method. Based on this measure, we eval-
uate the structural and visual similarity between sets of regions. The measure is
computed for each region of the request set: For each region Ri , it returns a score
corresponding to a simple visual and structural correspondence that is concerning
Ri . The score obtained for each Ri is then aggregated to produce a general score of
the inspected image I.

In the following, we present the matrices used in the computations. Then, we
define the conductivity of one region computed by a matricial product. And finally,
we show how we aggregate the conductivity measures to produce a final score for
an image I.

4.1. Visual Similarity Matrices

For every pair of regions, the visual similarity measure returns a value in
@0,1# . This value expresses the visual relation between two regions. In fact, we
consider the visual similarity measure as a fuzzy relation between pairs of regions.
We focus on the visual relation between the request set R � R1, . . . , Rp and the set
of the regions I � I1, . . . , Iq of an image I. In the following, we denote by SRI the
visual relation defined by the following truth function:

mSRI
: �R � Ir @0,1#

~Ri , Ij !� Sreg~Ri , Ij !

with Sreg~Ri , Ij ! computed as in Section 3.2. For reading purposes, we denote by
SIR the inverse relation defined by mSIR

~Ij , Ri !� mSRI
~Ri , Ij !.

These two relations can also be represented as matrices of @0,1# . SRI is asso-
ciated to its matrix MSRI

, which has p columns and q rows ~see Section 2.1!.
Inversely, SIR is associated to its matrix MSIR

, which is the transposed matrix of
MSRI

, so it has q columns and p rows.

4.2. Modified Spatial Relation Matrices

For each image I of our database and for each fuzzy spatial relation relI

between the regions of I, we build a matrix MrelI
representing the truth value of the

relation rel between the regions of I ~mrelI
!. This matrix is given by
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MrelI
� ~mrelI

~Ii , Ij !!i/neqj � l{IdI

As written above, the diagonal values of MrelI
are set to a predefined parameter

value l. By definition l corresponds to the degree of the gradual spatial relation
between one region and itself.

To every relation rel is associated a dual relation noted ¬rel, which is its
semantically inverse relation: ¬left � right ~¬right � left !, ¬above � below, and
finally, ¬connex defined by m¬connex � 1 � mconnex .

In the following computations, we consider that the same parameter l also
sets the diagonal values of the negative relations in I and in R.

For instance leftR~Ri , Ri ! could express the fact that Ri is “on the left of him-
self,” like when it is visually more distributed to the left of its gravity center. But
here, we will not measure this difficult to define relation. We will rather use its
value l as a parameter ~see Section 4.4!.

4.3. Conductivity of a Region Relative to a Spatial Relation

For a region set R � $R1, . . . , Rp % , a spatial relation rel ~i.e., left, above, con-
nex! and an image I composed of the regions $I1, . . . , Iq % , we will use the four
relations matrices defined in the previous sections:

• MSRI
, which represents the similarity relation of regions Ri to regions Ij

• MSIR
, the transpose of the matrix MSRI

, which represents the similarity relation of
regions Ij to regions Ri

• MrelI
, the matrix of the fuzzy spatial relation rel between regions of I

• MrelR
, the matrix of rel between regions of R

What we call the conductivity of the region Ri relative to an image I based on a
relation rel is the i th value on the diagonal on the matrix product:

MrelR

� � MSRI
� MrelI

� MSIR

which we denote Crel, I ~Ri !. Practically, by computing this one single matrix prod-
uct we obtain each Crel, I ~Ri ! by looking at the diagonal of the matrix ~and the
nondiagonal values are not computed at all!. Mathematically, Crel, I ~Ri ! corre-
sponds to the truth value of the composed fuzzy relation relR

� � SIR � relI � SRI

between Ri and itself. Using the distributivity of the maximum over the minimum,
the conductivity of Ri can be simplified to the following maximization:

Crel, I ~Ri ! � Maxj, k, l @min~SRI ~Ri , Ij !,mrelI
~Ij , Ik !, SIR~Ik , Rl !,mrelR

~Rl , Ri !!#

As explained in Section 2.2, this maximization is fully computed by the matrix
product MrelR

� � MSIR
� MrelI

� MSRI
. From a practical point of view, the conduc-

tivity of Ri can be seen as the maximum degree of a path of the form

Ri rSRI
IjrrelI

IkrSIR
Rl rrelR

Ri
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As shown practically in Figure 2, this degree represents the fact that Ri is spatially
related to a region Rl such that there are two regions Ij , Ik that are similar to Ri , Rl

in the sense of SRI and also spatially related, in the sense of rel. In other words, the
conductivity represents both visual and structural links that can be established
between the request set R and an inspected image I.

4.4. Externality Parameter Lambda

As shown in Figure 3, it is sometimes difficult to find an interesting path
starting from a region Ri of the request. But it may be interesting to return the
value of a “trivial” path going from Ri to its most similar region in I. At least, this
will indicate that I contains some regions similar to the regions of the request R,
even if their spatial configurations are not similar. But this kind of result should
not obtain a higher similarity value than the images containing a visually and

Figure 2. Regions of the request ~the enlighted regions on the left! and the inspected image
~on the right!. From the ground of the request, we reach the ground of the inspected image by
similarity, then go “above” to the sky of this image, then finally reach the sky of the request by
similarity and find that this region is “above” the ground we first left.

Figure 3. Regions of the request ~the enlighted regions on the left! and the inspected image
~on the right!. It may be impossible to find a closed path with a high degree starting from the
“road” region in the request ~because, in this case, the two skies are not very similar!, but it is
still interesting to return the simple region-to-region similarity ~the road on the left is similar to
the road on the right!.
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structurally similar set of regions. That is where the externality parameter l ~see
Section 4.2! plays a crucial role.

As explained in Section 4.3, the conductivity Crel, I ~Ri ! of Ri corresponds to a
maximization of the form

Crel, I ~Ri ! � Maxj, k, l @min~SRI ~Ri , Ij !,mrelI
~Ij , Ik !, SIR~Ik , Rl !,mrelR

~Rl , Ri !!#

As the externality parameter l sets the values of mrelR
~Rk , Rk ! for any Rk ~and

mrelI
~Ik , Ik ! for any k!, a path of the form

Ri rSRI
IjrrelI

IjrSIR
Ri rrelR

Ri

will have a degree of

min~SRI ~Ri , Ij !,l, SIR~Ij , Ri !,l! � min~SRI ~Ri , Ij !,l!

Then, as we can see, l sets the maximum value of a path of the latter form. As
this kind of path takes its maximum value if SRI ~Ri , Ij ! is maximized ~i.e., Ri is
found most similar to Ij !, l sets the maximum value of the pure region to region
similarity measure.

So this parameter has for effects that if no spatial relation can be found start-
ing from a region Ri or R and having a degree higher than l, the conductivity
Crel, I~Ri !will indicate the similarity value of Ri to its most similar region Ij majored
by l. Second, by choosing the value of l, we can balance the influence of the
visual similarity and the structural similarity. In fact we can have the three follow-
ing cases:

• If l � 1, the conductivity of Ri will just indicate the degree of the similarity of the
region in I that is most visually similar to Ri . It corresponds to a regional request with-
out any structure.

• If l� 0, the conductivity of Ri corresponds to the highest possible degree of a closed
path passing by four regions and starting from Ri .

• If l � #0,1@, if there is no path having a value over l, the degree of the best region-to-
region matching will be returned, but will still be inferior to l. Images I having a set of
regions that is strongly similar to regions of R visually and structurally will produce a
better conductivity than images having a set of regions that is simply visually similar:
The term strongly is defined by the value of l.

4.5. Final Aggregation of the Conductivities

For every set of two dual spatial relations $rel,¬rel % , and for every request
region Ri we compute the conductivities Crel, I ~Ri ! and C¬rel, I ~Ri !. We consider
the maximum value of this pair of conductivities as the conductivity of Ri relative
to the pair of dual relations $rel,¬rel % :

C$rel,¬rel %, I ~Ri ! � max~Crel, I ~Ri !,C¬rel, I ~Ri !!

This computation on dual relations enables the possibility for the user to retrieve
regions that are not spatially related ~like finding two nonconnected regions!. This
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operation in fact selects the conductivity that best fits the situation of the region
relative to its relations ~true or false! with the others in the request set.

Finally, a weighted mean is used to evaluate a global conductivity of the region,
depending on the relative importance of each spatial relation:

CI ~Ri ! � (
rel�left, up, connex

wrel{C$rel,¬rel %, I ~Ri !

For our experiments, we used a simple mean, with equal weights for every consid-
ered relation.

At the end, the average is used to operate a fusion between the conductivities
of each region of the request set. This gives a final score for the image I:

fI ~$R1, . . . , Rp %! �
1

p
{(

i

CI ~Ri !

5. QUERY EXAMPLES

The measures proposed in this article has been implemented in our image
retrieval system called STRICT.11 As a preliminary evaluation, we propose three
query examples. For the query shown in Figure 4, we choose two regions as a
request ~a!. For this experiment only, we identify the interesting regions of the
retrieved images ~b,c,d! by simply evaluating the conductivity of the regions of
the result relative to the request and plot the regions of strong conductivity ~over
0.7!. We notice that the three first results present similar regions in an approxi-
mately identical spatial configuration.

As we can see in Figure 4, the interesting sets of regions found in the images
of the databases can have more regions than the request set. This is the case of
image ~c! and it means that the circular paths of highest degree starting from any
region of the request set pass by more regions. Notice that this property could be
used to retrieve over segmented sets of regions.

Two other examples are shown in Figures 5 and 6, in which we also get inter-
esting results. The computation time of these requests is around 2.5 seconds for
5700 images, and, as far as we know, this is the first attempt to retrieve regions in
a similar spatial configuration using nonlabeled objects.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The method we propose enables a user to retrieve images containing a given
set of regions in a visually and structurally similar configuration. The fuzzy for-
malism used to express spatial relations and visual similarity measures let us take
into account the graduality of region comparison. The method is based on a matrix
representation of fuzzy relations and their composition. The manipulation of matrix
products instead of relation compositions makes our requests run fast, because
they have been subject to many optimizations. This method is also a first attempt
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Figure 4. ~a! Query regions; ~b–d! Retrieved sets of regions.

Figure 5. Example query. The query image is in the upper left corner.
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to use the spatial configuration of regions that are not labeled, and it has been
implemented and run properly in our CBIR system.

Our approach offers a parameter that lets an expert user tune the matching
behavior. Depending on the importance of spatial comparison, we can retrieve sets
of regions using a region-to-region similarity measure or try to match their spatial
structure. Due to a lack of time, this measure has not been extensively evaluated,
but the results obtained by this measure on our image retrieval system have turned
out to be promising and interesting.
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